
What is a Referral?

Why Referrals Matter

Another plus of these partnerships is how quickly they scale. Your team gets to spend more productive time on site doing 

what they do best while the agent keeps a steady stream of leads coming your way. You can spend that extra time finding 

which insurance agents/carriers are the best to work with.

Referrals from insurance agents are one of the easiest ways to grow your business. These leads close at higher rates and can 

be more profitable than other customer acquisition methods because trust is transferred from the agent to you.

Getting Started with Referrals
Building referral relationships from scratch can be challenging for a couple of reasons:

1. It’s difficult for insurance agents to “sell” what sets your restoration business apart from others because they

haven’t seen much of your work. You and the agent are building trust between one another, which can be a slow process.

OR you could cut out a lot of that using an app you’re already using every day…

2. You could build those relationships the traditional way, i.e., visit an insurance agent’s office with treats, tell them how

great you are, and follow up with a call and hope they send you some leads and so on.

Quick note: Free treats are always a nice touch, so maybe keep that one in your back pocket and pair it with everything 

else you’re about to read below.

Congrats, you made it to the end of this downloadable! Now you’re 

ready to go forth and use CompanyCam to start building relationships 

and earning referrals from insurance agents in your area.

Have questions about referral relationships? You can get in 

touch with Restoration Referral System at our website. 

Owner & Creator of Restoration Referral System
Matt Danskin

Want a more in-depth look at how to use some of these 

CompanyCam features? Their site has a library of classes 

and how-to videos.

Everyone claims to have integrity, but not everyone does. If you’re 

looking to “win” an insurance agent as a partner, they need to 

trust you as much (or more than) the contractor they’re currently 

working with.

One of the best ways to highlight your company’s integrity and 

transparency is through the project timeline. Timelines are a 

single, shareable link that automatically updates with new photos 

throughout the day. Agents and clients can see what’s happening 

without pulling you away from the job to hop on a call.

Takeaway: Authentic photos of inspections, work in progress, and completed work can also paint a much more compelling 

picture for your referral partner about the quality you provide to your clients. Use the project timeline to do this easily.

Takeaway: Authentic photos of inspections, work in progress, and completed work paints a much more compelling 

picture for your referral partner about the quality you provide to your clients. Use the project timeline to do this easily.

Takeaway: Successful restoration companies define an approach that works well for themselves (and their partners) 

and apply it to every project they take on. CompanyCam To-do Lists takes the guesswork out of which photos to 

capture and lay the groundwork for transparency throughout a project.

The first step to building trust with partners is to create a quality, consistent process. It’s not enough to take a handful of 

photos of your inspections and work. Documentation should be done thoroughly and consistently, to be useful at “selling” the 

agent on your integrity and quality.

The second way to develop your referral relationships is to stay in regular communication. As you already know, there are 

many ways to use CompanyCam to keep everyone informed.

The first (and probably the reason you’re using CompanyCam in the first place) is by sharing photos. As you’re developing 

these referral relationships, this will be the best way to highlight the quality and progression of your work. Try using these 

features:

Another way is to add them as a Guest User. You can give 

Guest Users different permissions, but they will generally 

be able to add unlimited comments and photos to the 

project. Plus, there’s no cost to add Guest Users! 

To-do Lists are a great place to start. This new CompanyCam 

feature allows you to create a templated list of tasks and 

must-have photos you need for each project. Making this list 

might seem like small potatoes, but it shows the agent that 

you are thorough and less likely to let things slip through the 

cracks.

In short, a referral is an opportunity to work with a new customer facilitated by someone that the customer already knows 

and trusts. In the restoration business, these can come from an insurance agent.

Galleries allow you to compile specific images 

highlighting one aspect of your process. With the 

gallery tool in CompanyCam, you can select particular 

photos across a project and generate a shareable 

project gallery.

Reports are an easy way to create and share job site 

reports in great detail—including project location, who 

took the photos, and when everything went down. Best 

of all, these can be generated quickly from the mobile 

app. So, if you’re sending insurance and warranty 

reports, you can handle those before you even leave 

the job site.

Note: Because Guest Users can comment on projects and 

photos, you are setting yourself up for communication 

success.

Build Trust with Referral Partners
CompanyCam, the photo documentation app for contractors, bridges the gap between showing the quality of your work 

and earning an agent’s trust and referrals.

Referral partners, especially insurance agents, have key things they look for in their relationships. Among the most important 

are consistent processes, communication, and integrity. Here are ways you can use CompanyCam to build value in each of 

these areas.

Leveraging CompanyCam to 
Win Insurance Agent Referrals
“Referrals from insurance agents are one of the 
easiest ways to grow your business.” - Matt Danskin

About CompanyCam:  Founded in 2015, CompanyCam has revolutionized how contractors work. Users can take unlimited 

photos, which are stamped by time and location, sent immediately to the cloud, and securely stored. This complete photo 

software enables contractors in every industry to manage, monitor, and share project progress from anywhere. With over 

350 million photos in the cloud and counting, CompanyCam is dedicated to providing contractors with the easiest and most 

productive photo solution. For more information, visit CompanyCam.com

HOW EASY CAN IT BE?

EASY AS SUNDAY MORNING

COMMUNICATION

INTEGRITY

CONSISTENCY

Referrals

Getting new customers is a lot of work. You’re posting to social media, playing phone tag, and driving all over town to bid on 

projects, all in addition to doing the actual work you’re hired to do.

Even if you’re the best contractor in your area, you’re still relying on a ton of pieces to fall into place to land new business. 

Luckily you’ve downloaded this pdf to learn about a simpler way: referrals.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SACB-u41x0M
https://companycam.com/
https://companycam.com/blog/how-to-use-to-do-lists-to-train-new-hires?Tag=Organization&Author=Christian+Andrew
https://companycam.com/blog/how-to-use-to-do-lists-to-train-new-hires?Tag=Organization&Author=Christian+Andrew
https://companycam.com/blog/how-to-build-trust-with-your-customers-a-conversation-with-pm?Tag=General+Contracting&Author=Micki+Parks
https://companycam.com/blog/how-to-build-trust-with-your-customers-a-conversation-with-pm?Tag=General+Contracting&Author=Micki+Parks
https://www.restorationreferralsystem.com/
https://companycam.com/blog/5-steps-to-improve-communication-with-your-crews?Author=Jordan+Roark&Tag=%2BCommunication
https://help.companycam.com/article/400-create-to-do-lists-in-mobile-app
https://companycam.com/blog/5-steps-to-improve-communication-with-your-crews?Author=Jordan+Roark&Tag=%2BCommunication
https://companycam.com/share
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14ZoIj4VR_daUrBFI9ZphXNyoJRupVTG6wYWpODmzMT8/edit
https://help.companycam.com/article/200-create-a-guest-user
https://companycam.com/blog/share-projects-from-start-to-finish?Author=Tiegen+Kirkwold&Tag=%2BCommunication
https://www.restorationreferralsystem.com/
https://companycam.com/classes
https://companycam.com/how-to-videos



